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• We develop a novel approach to learning object detectors from

documentary videos and subtitles in an weakly supervised way.

• We propose a framework that can effectively integrate visual and

linguistic cues.

Welcome to visit our project homepage or scan the qrcode.

http://www.chenkai.site/projects/documentary-learning/index.html

Introduction

WildLife Documentary(WLD) Dataset

• Video frames + subtitles

• 15 documentary videos

• >700k frames (7.4h)

• >50 categories

• >4000 annotated tracklets

Framework Results
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Most animals fear sloth
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least not in this food

around.

The sambar deers are feeling

the heat too.
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The elephant are about to march through
them. The spiders themselves have a span as
wide as a human hand.

Tigers are one of the few cats that actually
enjoy swimming.

Unlike mechanics, langurs are the friends of
spotted deer.

But the love serenade is over once a dog
arrives.

Male koalas play no role in parenting.

There's a turf war going on and the koalas
are losing.

Australian camels appear sick and 
emaciated.

About 50 animals have died in just three
months, including this adult orangutan on
the day we arrived.

The mayor has declined offers of assistance
and expert advice from animal welfare
groups.

Examples

She needs to be good. Her cubs have
already got huge appetites

Most animals fear sloth bears as but
not apparently wild boar, at least not in
this food around.

Langurs are the friends of spotted deer.
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1. Bootstrap 2. Joint Analysis
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